Risk factors for transitions from normal to mild cognitive impairment and dementia.
To identify risk factors associated with transitions from cognitively normal to various forms of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and then from MCI into early dementia with death as a competing state. Cognitive assessments from 554 subjects participating in a longitudinal study at the University of Kentucky AD Center were used to classify individuals into one of three transient states at any visit: cognitively normal, amnestic MCI, or mixed MCI. Between visits subjects could die or become demented. A series of polytomous logistic models were used to model transitions among these states over time and to determine how the log odds of these transitions vary with age, education, sex, family history of dementia, and APOE status. Age affects all transitions among transient states as well as those to dementia or death. Presence of at least one apolipoprotein 4 allele affects transitions from cognitively normal into amnestic MCI or into dementia. At most 12 years of education affects transitions into mixed MCI. Transitions do not vary with sex or family history. Aside from age, the usual risk factors associated with conversion from cognitively normal into dementia are likely risk factors for transitions into mild cognitive impairment.